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Introduction
We are elaborating on our thesis: preventive measures are more 

effective in containing spread of diseases vis-à-vis grant applications 
to innovate medical cures to a wide spectrum of maladies [1,2]. To 
start with, it is imperative to acknowledge, it is not the application of 
science and modern technology that may untie the acute-shortage of 
sustenance dilemma but it is also the deeply rooted culture of the said 
afflicted populace which may usher recoveries. Below is a pertinent-
concise consideration to the said factor, e.g., the recovery of 1945-Japan 
[3], India’s Gandhi [4] and 2013-Egyptian ladies [5].

Both countries, Egypt and Japan, are of past substantial 
contribution to culture and civilization, however, were devastated 
by the western so-called democratic nations; (I) Egypt, that is in 
the brains, conscious and the DNA of the very many nations was 
holocausted by the British longstanding ploys of Mr. Hempher, G. Bell 
and TE. Lawrence [6] which climaxed in 1928 with the transplanting of 
H El Banna [7] in the psyche of the illiterates, thus, the 7000 years toil 
of civilization was quenched in 75 years of occupation, and (II) Japan 
was similarly holocausted by the US Hiroshima and Nagasaki [3], 
thus in few minutes lives of > 220,000 individuals were extinguished. 
In this context, it is most pertinent to note the Messianic vision of the 
former UN Secretary General Prof. B. Ghali: “For us, genocide was the 
gas chamber, what happened in Germany. We were not able to realize 
that with the machete you can create a genocide. Later we understand 
this”[8]. By all measures, this sophisticated wisdom dwarves the most 

recent drama of public parading the Bible in front of a Church. As a 
product of distinct soldiering, General Sissi expressed his distaste 
of wars among neighbouring countries as: it will leave a bitter and 
unforgettable taste in the lives of inhabitants of the warring nations. 
In conclusion, the yield of humans’ misery and causalities schemed by 
the many Western democracies, who masterfully took advantage of the 
innocence of other nations, could be similarly defined as holocausts. 
For example:

•	 the first and second China-Britain war of Opium, 1839-42 [9] and 
1856-1860 [10]. Disgracefully, under the most-favoured-nation 
clause, all of the foreign fat-cats operating in China were privileged 
concessions in China

•	 on April 13, 1919, Gen. R Dyer, considered a gathering of the 
nationals to celebrate the Sikh New Year in the Sikh holy city of 
Amritsar as a violation of the prohibitory orders on public assembly, 
thus the British soldiers harvested the lives of several thousand 
unarmed civilians, including women and children [11],
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Sumo Wrestlers 1952 Typical 1948 Japanese art Kuchi-e: Beauty and Rooster 1909

a

b
Figure 2a and b. Truman’s mass murder Hiroshima, 1945; Japanese culture

Figure 1. Sinai was a green land ~4500 BC and Egypt was the green land which provided for the daily meals of the Roman Empire. Currently fails to feed the 105 million 2021 Egyptians?
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•	 most recently, on December 2, 1984, an accident at the Union Carbide 
pesticide plant in Bhopal, India, precipitated the release of at least 30 
tons of the highly toxic methyl isocyanate, as well as a number of 
other poisonous gases which left more than 600,000 people victims 
exposed to the deadly gas [12], and regardless of human causalities, 
the Western democracies incited their ploy of dogmatic hatred wars 
to disintegrate the Indian subcontinent, Yugoslavia [13], Iraq [14] 
and Syria [15] to several plots according to religious boundaries. 
The latest was the Rwandan100-day genocide [16] which left the UN 
court with millions of slaughtered Africans (Figure 1).

Although both are of dissimilar tendencies, while the entirety of 
the distinct Ancient Egyptian heritage was scrupulously querying 
the specificities and the metaphysics of the after-life, the Japanese 
culture gave a substantial emphasis to human strength and weight to 
the categorical fidelity of the Emperor. Thus, both deeply are rooted 
cultures which allowed for proportional recoveries post major 
holocausts, Truman-1945 and Mursi- 2012 respectively. Although the 
Egyptian recovery necessitated longer induction-period, the Egyptian 
ladies prompted the peaceful disobedience of June-July 2013 to 
rekindle Egypt vis-à-vis the Japanese astronomical recovery post the 
Truman holocaust. In 1952, the Japanese were already performing 
the traditional Sumo Wrestling and to the other end producing their 
superbly artistic ancient art, viz. (Figure 2a and b).

The societal texture of the dispossessed in Egypt 
It is our contention; self-reliance to fare an infallible medical 

and educational services, protocols of equal distribution of extracted 
natural wealth and sustenance to all Egyptians are of a paramount 
significance. Egypt was accurately described as the food basket of the 
Roman Empire. As perceived, at the might of the Romans dominance, 
the council of Chalcedon [17] was convened to primarily liberate Rome 
from the theological dominance of Alexandrian school of thoughts. 
We see it differently? It was a 451-Arab Spring [18]. That is a political 
motivation cascaded in religious dressing to tame the Egyptians for 
the purpose of securing the weight and varieties of the seasonally food 
basket to Rome. Alternatively, when the East turned to Islam, hurriedly 
the 1672 Leibniz’s Egypt plan [19] was refitted as the Arab Spring. 
While the Leibniz plan administered the creation of a Catholic off-shot 
in Egypt, the 2011 Arab Spring failed miserably as collapsed within 
few months of the Mursi’s Wahhabi off-shot presidency. The difference 
here is the Arab Spring was architected by an intellectually adolescent 
product of an Indonesian Madrasa (H Obama) vis-à-vis the Leibniz’s 
plan acute theologian Johann Philipp von Schönborn, the Archbishop-
Elector of Mainz. (Figure 3)

In 2K+20, with the exponentially multiplying populace, 
desertification together with intoxication of the green arable lot, 
water pollution and migration of farmers to large cities (Cairo and 
Alexandria), the equilibrium of extraction and distribution of natural 

resources to health and educational maintenance failed and dwindled 
to the minimal, if there is any at all. Thus, as of 1952 to 2013, general 
conditions of the Egyptians deteriorated in terms of bankrupted 
education, social services and medical care, dogmatic abuse, societal 
stress and characterization, visualize portraits below.

By June 2013, the basic societal fabric of Egypt was in total ruin:

•	 Typically, the obedience to the dictatorship, specificity and 
metaphysics of a monotheistic supreme deity was the causative 
factor, viz., the dogmatic canonization of violence against the 
infidel state, toxic societal absurdities - as mujahidin’s right to mate 
with mother, sister or boys in case suitable female volunteers are 
unavailable [20]; wide spread female circumcision [2], pedophiles 
[2], incest [2], absent sex-education and medical supervision of 
females volunteering sexual services, etc. Prior to prohibiting sex-
services, viz., 1885 license below, females underwent periodical and 
compulsory medical assays. At the moment, a rise in females with 
vaginal HPV, sexually transmitted genital warts and trichomoniasis 
was observed which may partly account for increased % of males 
with prostate cancer.

•	 As of the 1952-Wahhabi coup, Egypt is plagued with a high rate of the 
handicapped, ~10% according to WHO which in 2001 reflected an 
estimate of 2.3 million cases. As expected, the intellectual disability, 
visual and auditory impairments and physical handicap represented 
73, 12.5 and 14.5% respectively. In 2017, percentage of disabled 
individual climaxed to 2.9 million. According to our enquiry in a 
village in Upper Egypt, ~12% of the newly born infants showed a 
range of necrotic brain cells.

•	 In the 1990s, in lieu of the environmentally safe organic fertilizers 
- animal manures - without deliberations with a council of 
organic chemists, Y Waly the former Minister of Agriculture/ 
Egypt introduced pesticides and herbicides in farming [21]. The 
devastating consequences were the unpredictable sharp rise in 
carcinogenic insults; specifically youth and infants and obesity. 
Regardless, HPV is a contributory factor; our survey revealed 0.17% 
of the populace is contracting a wide spectrum of malignancy, 
specifically prostate, liver and bladder in males and vaginal, liver and 
breast in females. The reported cancer mortality rate in Egypt was 27 
per 100,000 inhabitants in 1942 was substantially lower than the 122 
and 183 in the US and UK respectively. Currently, Egypt scored a 
rate of 0.5-1% cancerous contraction vis-à-vis 5-6 and 2-3% US and 
UK respectively [22].

One of the major threats to health is the annual manufacturing of 
fertilizers from sewage sludge. According to the National Council for 
Services And social development’s report, ~ 1.840 million cubic meters 
of said sludge are treated, while 1.1 million are discharged without 
treatment as landfill. Firmly, the state has decreed: (I) lead concentration 
should not exceed 300 mg Kg-1 in the discharged wastes and (II) 
treated sludge is used only in planting tree forests and plants that are 
not eaten raw [23]. Nonetheless, should sludge does not conform to the 
health specifications and the notoriously lack of stern control over the 
locations of use, it is expected to infect the populace with many insults, 
say liver cancer and kidney failure, not to mention plant and animal 
poisoning, and polluting the agricultural land. To top it, for the purpose 
of lucrative finances, cat-fish is cultured in sewage system of large cities 
in lieu of expensive feed pellets in universally standard aquaculture, 
thus offered to the middle class consumers at substantially reduced 
prices. However, to the affluent, fresh water cultured shrimp that is fed 
minced sewage cultured cat fish is offered at a higher price tag.

Figure 3. Egyptian ladies 2013-peaceful disobedience the induction of the cultural 
recovery in Egypt
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Furthermore, the general hallucinations which deliberately 
embalmed the gatherings of the innocent populace who was lurking for 
the bare cognizance of their minimal necessities and amid the arranged 
outburst of slogans void of any tangible substance, the cyclonic 1952 
coup-officer announced the harebrained nationalization of the Suez 
Canal. The consequences were the disastrous defeat of 1956 and 1967, 
viz. below (Figure 4).

The disastrous consequence of the absolutely unnecessary reckless 
manoeuvring 1956 and 11 years later; 1967 was an abundance of 
religious hallucinations. Globally this circumstance prompted the 9/11 
WTC 2001 [24] and the never-ending:

I. the desertification of the arable land and the canonization of the 
ghettos of the dispossessed at the boundaries of large cities and 
Upper Egypt, and

II. the degradation of societal ethics and humanitarian values and 
acute characterization whoever is casted outside the privileged 
social-class and religious inclination

Above (I) and (II) were the most suitable culture medium for 
infestations of a wide spectrum of tropical diseases, mutations of 
bacterial and viral agents into novel subtypes that is resistant to known 
medications. That is another supporting example for our thesis of 

Figure 5. Monotheism in the covid-19 era: without protective measures of distancing and 
wearing masks, on a religious occasion 2021, a bishop’s benediction of the crowd Upper 
Egypt, a crowd at the Kumbh Mela festival in Haridwar and break of Ramadan fasting in 
Jerusalem

Figure 6. A dispossessed family in an Egyptian village (note except for two young boys, the 
rest are poverty stricken females)

Figure 7. The dispossessed of the Rubbish Collectors quarter in Cairo/Egypt

Figure 8. The disastrous combination of the old streets of Cairo: senior citizens deprived 
of medical care are in co- habitation with rubbish; A senior citizen female assimilated into 
the vortex of poverty

1956 1967
Figure 4. In the year 1956 and 1967
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Figure 9. Glass blowing in a tomb next to the precious and treasured childhood experience ofgrowing and innocently playing in-between tombs

Figure 10. The living among the dead, the children at the age of innocence and a female hand washing of laundry
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Figure 11. The collapse of the 1952-2013 illegally raised buildings and the childhood’s 
innocence, e.g., a boy on water- pipe in proximity of a machete.

Figure 12. Similarly, to maximize on the seizures of the African natural resources, the fat 
cats engineered the machete genocide of the Rwandans

“preventive measures are more effective in controlling diseases vis-à-vis 
allocations of research funds to invent novel sedatives to relieve pains of 
new diseases.” (Figure 5)

Without protective measures of distancing and wearing masks, on 
a religious occasion 2021, a bishop’s benediction of the crowd Upper 
Egypt, a crowd at the Kumbh Mela festival in Haridwar and break of 
Ramadan fasting in Jerusalem.

Portraits below are an essential part of our materials on societal 
anguish. These among the very many are urgent examples of the heavy 
challenging burden, the 2013-Egyptian ladies laid at General Sissi’s 
table. (Figures 6 -12)

Ramification of Societal Imbalanced Distribution of Wealth

Innovatively, the dispossessed acclimatized themselves to the 
rubbish plagued milieu and/ or living among the dead, the Necropolis/ 
Cairo. Thus, as per above portraits in their available living space, goats 
and donkey were in cohabitation with the disadvantaged to provide 
for meat and milk and transportation respectively. This unfortunate 
environment was the optimal for contracting a wide spectrum of many 
diseases beyond the limits of the most rigorous medical care. At any 
rate, the finale of the scarcity of education, medical care and equal 
distribution of extracted wealth is the spread of diseases, maximized 
dogmatic radicalization which would provoke incest, characterization 
of who dares to differ, tendencies for violence targeting women, 
physical and sexual abuse of children. Specifically as in the hard labour 
of collecting rubbish, begging, sex to affluent nomadic on holidays tour 
[2], etc. Like-wise; it is most apparent in overwhelmingly > 95% staunch 
white Republicans-Christian, as in Greeneville/ Tennessee and its 
surroundings are resistance to the Covid-19 vaccine. The rational is; (I) 
it’s God who does the healing, (II) it is a win-win situation without the 
Covid-19 vaccine - longer life on Earth or, for the faithful, eternal life 
in Heaven [25]?, (III) laypersons’ conspiracy worries pertaining to the 
vaccine may include aborted fetal tissue and (IV) according to a hard 
core evangelical Christianity: we take exception with the government 
pressuring us to inoculate against Covid-19. It is far more complicated 

as the few legislatures of the Monotheism deity passed the verdict: it 
is a saga of faith, freedom. Thus, it is the fear of committing a sinful 
disobedience to the mighty which drove the rural USA strict evangelists 
to decline Covid-19 Vaccine. Above rational (II) is a rather interesting 
logic, indeed? Why routing to eternal life in heaven should involve the 
agonizing finale in an oxygen chamber?  

Here is below another example for General Sissi heavy load, the 
disintegrated fabric of the society that is emanating from human 
crowdedness and poverty, within the last few days of 2K+21, the 
following crimes rocked the mild-tempered Egyptian society:

I. 40 y Emad Ahmed, Faiyum Governorate, slaughtered his 36y wife 
and his 6 children,

II. Ibrahim Ahmed, Daquahlyiah Governorate, slaughtered his wife 
and his son while the three daughters managed to escape the blood 
bath,

III. in kafr Bastawisi/ Gharbyiah Governorate, as grown tired of her 
advice to quit narcotics, Mahmoud killed his mother,

IV. a father was killed for withholding approval of his son’s marriage, 
the 40 y unemployed smashed his father’s head with a hatchet, and

V. in Bohyrah Governorate, as had doubts of the wife’s extra marital 
affair, an unemployed male smashed his wife’s head with an iron 
road.

The themes of the crimes above could be labelled as Interfamilial 
Slaughters. Rational interpretation suggests these crimes are logical 
manifestations to the perpetual ceremonies of the Chosen One’s Self 
Delusions pertaining to the Allah’s given permission to slaughter 
whoever deviates from his/ or her folks, e.g., the sermons of W 
Ghoneim, Y Quaradawi, etc. [26]. There are ample of pencilled states 
laws to dealing with crimes of public incitation of violence. However, 
this particular dilemma is more subtle which calls for the intellectuals 
scientists and psychiatrists à la Noam Chomsky and Sigmund Freud 
respectively of the nation to deal with it otherwise the fabric of the 
society will collapse. These psychologically disturbed individual should 
be treated in conventional well-guarded psychological wards to untie 
their infectious disturbances versus the lenient political refugees in 
Turkey and/ or nomadic oil rich countries. It is our contention, this 
infectious psychological disturbance has transcended to infect the 
most passive and conservative congregation, viz., the 2018 massacre of 
Bishop Epiphanius, the abbot of St. Macarius Monastery. The accused 
monk was decommissioned prior to states’ trial and execution [27]. 
The funeral of the decommissioned monk accused of killing abbot 
Epiphanius was almost a celebration of a martyr. This unnecessary 
emotional exaggeration is a negative and a shy reaction to inner fears 
which cannot be expressed publicly. We see it as: since the Akhenaten 
introduction of the dictatorship of Monotheism which captivated 
the world as of St. Paul-induced collapse of the Roman Empire, the 
Egyptians became masochistically bound to cannons of non-violence. 
However, would violently react to any amelioration, viz., the 415 
assassination of the Egyptian-Greek Hypatia, a mathematician and a 
philosopher, who lived in Alexandria, Egypt [28].   

The Arab Spring synthesized the inhumane conditions of the Syrian 
refugees. The most dogmatically-biased elements found welcoming 
refuge in Turkey. Allowing these radicals a passage Turkey to Europe 
and/ or the USA was an unexpected threat when the 2Hs - Hillary 
and Hussein – architected the Arab Spring. The deliberate failure to 
carry the disastrous consequences of their political adventurism was a 
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massive eviction of the Syrian populace to concentrate into insanitary 
concentration camps in Europe and villages close to the Turkish borders. 
These brutal circumstances and media trumpeted characterization led 
to a disturbing outcome, viz., in northwest Syria concentration camps, 
the overall number of suicides in the area has risen sharply over the past 
year, jumping by 86% in the first three months of 2021 in comparison 
with 2020. According to Save the Children; ~ 20% of the suicides 
attempts are carried out by children were committed by children. 
According to the recent reporting of Save the Children, at least 42 of all 
those who attempted suicide in northwest Syria in the last three months 
of 2020 were aged 15 years or younger, while 18% were adolescents 
between the ages of 16 and 20. Most recently, in Hama camp, a 14-year-
old boy took his own life in a displacement camp, the latest in a series 
of such cases recorded [29].

Early synthesis of dogmatic radicalism ushered by Cater-Sadat’s axis 
has turned the already male oriented Middle Eastern societies into a 
suffocating milieu to females’ liberties. In general females’ behaviorism 
was dictated according to 1400 y past elders by sermons of W Ghoneim, 
Y Quaradawi, and the likes. The outcome was proportional; that is the 
context of the Egyptian family was exposed to many social disasters 
following the June 30, 2013 massive rejection of dogmatic radicalism. 
Most prominently is the currently the high rate of wives' abuse and 
killing of their husbands. According to the UN Crime Research Center, 
worldwide Egypt ranks first in the rates of interfamilial violence. In 
brief, the radicalism of Sha’arawi et al has turned the typically Isis-
life giving Egyptian women to the front of beating and killing of the 
aggressive husbands, with 28%, followed by America with 23%, Britain 
with 17%, and India with 11%. According to the study, more than 6.5% 
of married men in Egypt are at risk of being killed by their wives [30] 
(Figure 13).

Worse is the conclusion of our rigorous scrutiny of the physical 
health and typical behaviourism among children in the range of 6 m to 
7 y, living in these ghettos. Alarmingly, a score of > 12% of examined 
children were found autistic (as in aloof and detached with no eye 
contacts, fails to develop appropriate ties with adults, does neither reach 
out to be held by mother nor seek cuddling, lack of spontaneous sharing 
of interests with others, etc.)   Although engaged with urgent dilemmas 
as the Ethiopian Renaissance Dam crisis, the major blockage of the 
Suez Canal, frequent train accidents, etc., at every possible occasion, 
General Sissi is not only fatherly attending to all the needs of children 
with a wide spectrum of mental and physical incapacitations, females 
and males alike but more significantly educating the public on the 
indispensability of societal care to individuals with these disabilities.

Nonetheless, our observation together with the mushrooming self-
inflected de-novo computer-autism that is emanating from long hours 
of predetermined isolation behind the internet and computer games, it 
is deemed essential for the Ministries of youth and Education to prompt 

novel means of sportive education as a feasible alternative to salvage the 
youth of the nation. In this context, genes are a powerful causative factor 
of autism. Most recently, researchers pointed the set of bacteria that 
inhabits the gut as a possible factor. Although controversial, nonetheless 
a new study offered a support for the supposedly gut-brain link. Upon 
colonization with microbes from the feces of autistic individuals, mice 
were found to develop autism like behaviour. This observation does not 
necessarily imply: gut bacteria may cause autism, but may be indicative 
at least in mice: the contents of the gut may contribute to some 
characteristics of autism. Furthermore, many researchers are inclined 
to agree: microbes may influence the brain via multiple mechanisms; 
especially gut bacteria produce neurotransmitters, e.g., serotonin, 
dopamine and γ-aminobutyric acid.

Therefore, in this short contribution we are discussing an alternative 
possibility to extract wealth from natures’ infertility. That is a family-
wise agricultural expansion into the desert stretch by the Mediterranean 
shore. This was done by means of RO desalination of the Mediterranean 
water with precautionary measures to remove micro-organisms and 
micro-plastics and topping a sand layer with the clay deposits of the 
fertile soil collected from the area around the lake Nasser.

Observing, the unceasing motivation and phenomenal success, the 
current Egyptian presidency is actively toiling to remedy this century 
long dilemma, it became the imperative obligation of the civil society 
scientists to complement the efforts of the government. That is to 
recruit their thoughts and experimentations to improve the lives of the 
dispossessed, specifically the most impacted individuals, i.e., women 
and children versus the negative ricochets of the very many events, for 
example:

(I) in the age of manoeuvring the ricochets of nomadic ignorance, an 
unknown with pointy dogmatic militarism and bias, a Yemenite T 
Karman and an H Obama - cultured and raised into an Indonesian 
Madrasa - were sadly elevated to the ranks of Boris Pasternak?,

(II) in an exercise of verbal and muscle supremacy, the Covid-19 
was erroneously and deliberately denoted as the “Chinese virus”. 
Furthermore, at an equally measure of ignorance, covid-19 was 
celebrated as the tiniest mujahidin of Allah who permitted their 
release to wipe congregations of the infidels. Notwithstanding 
this absurd logic, vaccines to protect individuals, specifically the 
old-aged ones, of contracting Allah’s warrior; Covid-19 were 
manufactured by the same very infidels, Russian, Chinese and 
Western pharmaceuticals. The intellectually shallow individuals on 
either side failed to realize; the most recent scientific publications 
are proposing: viruses are the most numerous biological entities on 
Earth. For example, a teaspoon of seawater embraces ten million 
virions whose combined weight is ~3-times that of the planet’s 
human population. The estimate is 500,000 species of virus have 
the potential to become zoonotic, i.e., to leap from animals to 
humans; most likely as coovid-19 did. Moreover, it is entertained 
“We are still very, very far from having sampled even a tiny 
proportion of all the viruses that are out there lurking in different 
species.” Furthermore, the more human genomes and that of other 
species are sequenced, may yield mechanisms of ancient epidemics 
and which viruses are driven by pandemics in the past.

(III) at his typical maximal patience and professionalism, Sissi is 
trying to peacefully untie the rampant negative ramifications of 
the Ethiopian scheme of “Grand Renaissance Dam”, a religious 
militant waved the favourite, however corrosive slogans of the 
futile mythological wrestling. Visualize, R Yassin, supposedly an 

The Syrian refugees Abuse of a Coptic monk in Jerusalem

Figure 13.  The Syrian Refugees
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expert in political and African affairs in the Emirates, roared: 
peace, mercy and blessings of God be upon you. The matter, 
the Renaissance Dam, has transcended division and the Greater 
Middle East project into our demise as an Arab nation as an 
Arab Islamic nation! This is a tampering with the topography 
of the entire region aimed to at coercing Egypt to pay the price 
for drinking water/ or impoverishment. To religiously flare the 
audience, R Yassin intentionally quoted the book of Isaiah 19. Thus, 
crystallized her dogmatic perception of the Ethiopian Renaissance 
Dam as: it is one of the images of the fourth generation Zionist-
American unconventional wars, and

(IV) as of the 1952, the greater Cairo metropolitan region has witnessed 
an alarming urbanization of the arable lands. Rather than 
actualizing their ambition in the abundantly available sandy desert; 
egotistically claiming industrialization in lieu of the historical 
reliance on agricultural practices, the Wahhabi 1952-coup officers 
accelerated the irretrievable devouring of the Delta arable expanse 
in favour of mammoth cement industrial complexes. To top it, 
the accelerated loss of the fragmented arable landscape in favour 
of urbanization prompted significant socioeconomic decay as in 
astronomical marital failures, ineptness of educational and medical 
care to cover for the novel human clusters. According to estimates, 
~60 of Cairo and ~90% of Giza are uninvited settlements built 
on agricultural lands. Hence sporadic ghettos of the dispossessed 
within/ or at the boundaries of the large cities were baptized.

As colonel Nasser basked in his circumstantial USSR-USA weaved 
euphoria of international victory over the 1956-tripartite aggression, 
he endeavoured more threatening recklessness in a megalomaniac 
soup of disastrous quixotic adventures. Together with the accelerated 
disintegration of the social structure of Egypt during the Sadat-
Mubarak eras, the massive 2012 revolution was imperative. Two H 
vultures, Hilary and Hussein were closely observing the detailed events 
of this passive revolution. Erroneously, both entertained the modality 
of Gertrude Bell and TE Lawrence respectively to dismantle Egypt as 
Turkey was dismantled earlier. Therefore, Clinton-Obama unlawfully 
seized the toil of the puritan Egyptian youth in favour of the militant 
Wahhabis. However, their gamble failed as the combination Clinton-
Obama was an ineffectively pale and unimaginative copy of G Bell - 
TE Lawrence, Egypt is historically cultured with distinct civil values 
vis-à-vis Al Uthman in Turkey, and most critically the Egyptians had 
the charismatic General Sissi vis-à-vis Mehmed V Reşâd of Al Uthman. 
Thus, in less than a year, in July 2013; the Egyptian ladies among the 
30 million compatriots placed Egypt in the capable hands of General 
Sissi. In this context, the sacrifice of Menas Daniel has revived the 
Ancient Egyptian sophistication, viz., the Ancient Egyptian genius of 
prosthetic toe which dwarfs the surreal toxic ridicules of Agathon; a 
radical Wahhabi prelate, below. (Figure 14)

Materials and methods 
(I) 1000Kg silt of High Dam deposits around dongola station was 

delivered to our location/ Alexandria,

(II) to remove possible microplastics and human organic residues, a 
desalination RO/ 20 Gal d-1 was provided with a Nano Micro ultra-
filtration membrane and conductivity meters were purchased from 
China.

(III) to avoid products contracting toxins fertilizers and pesticides, 
chicken and rabbits were organically raised as a source of protein 
for human consumption and availability of organic fertilizers. 
Feces was collected on daily basis and equal weights were well 
mixed,

Tomato
Fava
beans

Red
Pepper

Green
Pepper

Potato
Boiled

Skin
Zucchini

Carrots Cabbage Corn

Protein 0.93 16.3 1.39 0.936 1.56 1.29 1.29 1.39 3.63
Carbohydrate 3.96 57.3 6.63 6.45 16.3 3.16 9.69 5.82 25.2
Sugar 2.63 9.36 4.29 3.99 0.453 2.49 4.72 3.81 7.29
Total Lipids 0.54 1.54 0.291 0.312 0.21 0.33 0.36 0.13 1.23
Fiber 1.23 9.45 2.19 1.71 1.54 1.36 2.07 0.27 2.54

Table 1. Above data is the average of three experiments. Uncertainty in each is + 7 - 16%; 
Nutrients in grams per 100g raw yield

Mina Daniel, 2012 Agathon; a radical prelate Ancient Egyptian prosthetic toe
Figure 14. Situation

Figure 15. According to June 1st 1885 law, foreigners or Arabs, permitted to run a 
prostitution business

(IV) to allow smooth release of irrigation RO treated water; holes of 1 
cm diameter were punctured in the large- side bottom of plywood 
wooden vegetation boxes (2cm thickness). These boxes were 
tailored to dimension of 35x60x100 cm, and each wooden box was 
layered with 15 cm thickness RDSD over 10 cm thick layer of sand, 
and.

(V) A semiautomatic chemistry analyzers Biobase (China) was used. 
Diagnostic reagents applied to assay for total protein, glucose, 
carbohydrates, lipids and cholesterol were prepared in our 
laboratories.
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Experimental 
(I) Away from congregations of tourists in hotels, Sidi Kerir Village 

~38 Km location from Alexandria was preferred as a site that is 
conveniently less polluted. Desalinated sea water was collected in 
4Gal Scotts containers.

(II) vegetable seeds as indicated in results below were allowed to 
germinate and grow until maturity in vegetation boxes,

(III) on the 5th day each week, organic rabbits/birds manure was 
equally distributed on the surface of the vegetation boxes. Late in the 
afternoon, vegetation boxes were sprayed with desalinated water, and

(IV) three trials of vegetations were carried out. Yields were collected 
and assayed for organic contents.

Table 1 below embraces analytical data per 100g of raw yield.

Conclusion
Provided High dam sediments are embracing the internationally 

accepted levels of Pb, Hg and other heavy metals, above research toil 
is indicative of the vivid feasibility of exploiting current technologies 
in turning the sandy aid lots into green oasis for availing healthy 
sustenance of vegetables for the public. Our trials could be a logical 
parallel to the Dutch trials of ameliorating the Sinai desert into green, 
viz., “In China, scientists have turned vast swathes of arid land into a lush 
oasis. Now a team of maverick engineers want to do the same to the Sinai” 
[31] (Figure 15).
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